Correlation between compound muscle action potential amplitude and duration in axonal and demyelinating polyneuropathy.
To get a better understanding of pathophysiology in polyneuropathies (PNPs) by correlating compound muscle action potential (CMAP) amplitude with duration. A total of 145 motor nerve conduction studies (MNCS) in 53 axonal and 132 MNCS in 45 demyelinating PNPs were analyzed. Peroneal and tibial MNCS were done by surface stimulation while for median and ulnar nerves near nerve or surface stimulations were used. CMAP amplitude and duration were compared in axonal and demyelination PNPs. Relationships between amplitude and duration of distally and proximally evoked CMAP were examined using regression analysis. CMAP amplitude was lower and duration was increased in all examined nerves in demyelinating PNPs than in axonal PNPs. In demyelinating PNPs, an inverse linear correlation between amplitude and duration was seen in distally and proximally evoked CMAP in all examined nerves. In axonal PNPs, there was no correlation in any of the nerves neither in distally nor in proximally evoked CMAP. Distal CMAP duration and the relationship between CMAP amplitude and duration show supplementary electrodiagnostic potential in demyelinating PNPs. More knowledge about the relation between amplitude and duration in axonal lesions and demyelination may help to reveal the pathophysiology in PNPs. Significant correlation between amplitude and duration in demyelination may suggest that the severe decrease in amplitude in demyelinating PNPs is probably due to the increase in duration secondary to temporal dispersion.